To guide behavior and learn from its consequences, the brain must represent time over many scales. Yet, the neural signals used to encode time in the seconds-to-minute range are not known. The striatum is a major input area of the basal ganglia associated with learning and motor function. Previous studies have also shown that the striatum is necessary for normal timing behavior. To address how striatal signals might be involved in timing, we recorded from striatal neurons in rats performing an interval timing task. We found that neurons fired at delays spanning tens of seconds and that this pattern of responding reflected the interaction between time and the animals' ongoing sensorimotor state. Surprisingly, cells rescaled responses in time when intervals changed, indicating that striatal populations encoded relative time. Moreover, time estimates decoded from activity predicted timing behavior as animals adjusted to new intervals, and disrupting striatal function led to a decrease in timing performance. These results suggest that striatal activity forms a scalable population code for time, providing timing signals that animals use to guide their actions.
SUMMARY
To guide behavior and learn from its consequences, the brain must represent time over many scales. Yet, the neural signals used to encode time in the seconds-to-minute range are not known. The striatum is a major input area of the basal ganglia associated with learning and motor function. Previous studies have also shown that the striatum is necessary for normal timing behavior. To address how striatal signals might be involved in timing, we recorded from striatal neurons in rats performing an interval timing task. We found that neurons fired at delays spanning tens of seconds and that this pattern of responding reflected the interaction between time and the animals' ongoing sensorimotor state. Surprisingly, cells rescaled responses in time when intervals changed, indicating that striatal populations encoded relative time. Moreover, time estimates decoded from activity predicted timing behavior as animals adjusted to new intervals, and disrupting striatal function led to a decrease in timing performance. These results suggest that striatal activity forms a scalable population code for time, providing timing signals that animals use to guide their actions.
INTRODUCTION
To behave adaptively in complex, ever-changing environments, animals must learn which actions to take in a particular context based on their past experience. However, to learn about the sometimes-delayed consequences of actions and to guide future behavior, it is absolutely necessary that the brain represent not only actions and consequences but also temporal information about when those actions and consequences occur [1] .
Multiple lines of evidence implicate the basal ganglia (BG) as a locus for the representation of such temporal information. Lesions of the striatum in rats [2] , disease states that affect the BG such as Parkinson's [3] and Huntington's disease [4] , drugs that affect dopamine (DA) signaling [5] , and genetic manipulations that affect the DA system in the BG [6] all result in interval timing dysfunction. Furthermore, human fMRI studies have found that the striatum, a main input area of the BG, is activated by tasks that involve the processing of interval information [7, 8] .
In addition, many theoretical models have been proposed to explain timing behavior. These models can be grouped into at least three categories. Pacemaker-accumulator models integrate pulses emitted from a central pacemaker to measure elapsed time [9, 10] . Beat frequency models detect patterns of activation across resettable oscillatory processes at different frequencies to encode time delays from a resetting event [11] . Sequential state models contain orderly transitions between different activity states that can be used to encode time [12] [13] [14] . These theories reproduce various aspects of timing behavior in many interval timing tasks. However, neural data in conflict or in support of the various theories are lacking.
To understand how time is encoded in neural circuits, we recorded the spiking activity of neurons as rats performed an interval timing task. Specifically, given the apparent localization of timing function in striatal tissue, we asked whether striatal neural activity could encode elapsed time over durations of tens of seconds to 1 min while we measured behavior that reflected animals' estimates of time.
We found that different striatal neurons fired maximally at different delays from reward receipt and that information about animals' time estimates could be extracted from striatal populations by simply treating neurons as tuned for time. Importantly, this tuning for time, while affected by sensorimotor event-related neural responses, could not be fully explained by ongoing behavior, as even cells that displayed responses locked to a specific behavior varied their responses depending on when that behavior was executed within a given interval. Strikingly, we found that temporal tuning stretched or contracted, rescaling with the interval being timed. Thus, striatal populations encoded relative time, flexibly adapting to the immediate demands of the environment. Finally, we ran a simple simulation of the task and show that neural responses resembling those we observe in the striatum are suitable as a basis for timing behavior. These results provide important biological insight into how a major brain system encodes time during behavior.
RESULTS

Lever Pressing Start Time under Fixed Interval Reinforcement Schedules Is a Behavioral Measure of Rats' Expectation of Time until Reward
To elicit robust time-dependent behavior over a broad range of timescales, we employed operant conditioning procedures under fixed interval (FI) schedules of reinforcement ( Figure 1A ).
Briefly, rats were placed in a behavioral box containing a lever positioned over a liquid delivery port and were trained to press the lever to receive water reward. Reward delivery triggered a timer, and reward became available again only after the timer exceeded a FI ranging from 12 s to 60 s in multiples of 12 s. Lever presses occurring after reward delivery but before the FI had elapsed were not reinforced. A FI was maintained for between 18 and 40 rewards before changing to another FI, randomly chosen from the interval set.
In single sessions, rats tended to distribute lever pressing toward the latter portion of the FI, shifting when they responded as FI changes occurred ( Figures 1B and S1A ). This pattern of responding produced ramps in block-wise averaged pressing as a function of time that varied in slope in relation to FI ( Figures 1C  and S1B ). However, this did not reflect the pattern of responding in single trials. We asked how pressing evolved after pressing onset (pressing start times, PSTs) in each trial by aligning on the PST and averaging lever press rates across trials and within blocks of the same FI ( Figure 1D) . Rats pressed at a relatively constant rate after the first press in each trial, with a rate determined by the experienced reward rate ( Figure S1C ). The ramps in the reward-aligned pressing as a function of time largely result from changing distributions of PSTs ( Figure 1E ), as these vary systematically with FI, and averaging a group of step functions with onset times drawn from these distributions will produce ramps of varying slope. This serial fixed interval (SFI) lever pressing task produced systematic variation in the distributions of PSTs of bouts of anticipatory pressing, consistent with previous timing studies employing FI schedules of reinforcement [9] . These bouts were of a relatively constant rate that varied with reward rate over time ( Figures 1D and S1C ). The PST thus provided a behavioral metric that covaried with the animals' changing expectation about time until the next available reward, which we compared to the activity of neurons recorded in the striatum during performance of the task as described below.
Striatal Neurons Display Temporal Tuning
In the SFI task, reward delivery is both the timing cue and the reinforcer. Since animals reported knowledge of time between reward availability by when they began to press a lever, we asked whether neuronal responses in the striatum aligned on reward might reveal a signal that animals could use to guide the decision of when to begin pressing. We recorded broadly in the dorsal striatum so as to sample neurons from regions previously shown to be important for interval timing behavior [2] (inset in Figure S1D ), and the vast majority of units we recorded exhibited average firing rates of less than five spikes per second, consistent with a population made up of mostly medium spiny projection neurons [15] (Figure S1D ).
Aligned on reward delivery, the population of recorded cells exhibited a broad distribution of activity patterns, as reflected in the normalized spike density functions (SDFs; see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details) shown in Figure 2A . Some cells fired just after reward delivery, others fired in the middle of the delay, and others fired leading up to the next reward ( Figures 2A, S2 , and S3). This produced a slow-moving ''bump'' of activity that traversed the population during each FI. In theory, reading out the location of this bump in the population could provide an estimate of time within the FI. However, a core feature of interval timing behavior is that timing accuracy decreases with the magnitude of the interval being timed [9] . Two features of the neural data could potentially contribute to this phenomenon: an increased spread of each neuron's responses as a function of their peak latency and a decreasing density of neurons displaying peak firing rates as time progresses. We found that the widths of responses were indeed correlated with their latencies to peak firing within each FI ( In addition, the density of peak firing rate latencies in our population decreased over time within the FI ( Figure 2C ). Thus, the bump in activity within the striatum population moved progressively slower as the FI wore on. Strikingly, the overall time taken by this bump to traverse the population appeared to scale with the FI (Figures 2A and S4A ). To begin to assess apparent scaling of response times, we first selected cells that we had recorded in all five FIs and that maintained their ordinal position within the population when responses within each FI were ordered by firing dynamics [16] . Of the 112 neurons recorded in all FIs, we found that 76 neurons (68%) maintained their ordinal position in time across the population (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures for details). The responses of these neurons can be observed in Figure 2A , wherein the position of cells along the y axis is the same across the panels displaying average responses in each of the FIs (for all recorded cells, see Figure S4A ).
To quantify to what degree responses rescaled, we computed a scale factor for each neuron as the ratio of the center of mass (COM) of the SDF in the 12-s FI over the COM of the SDF in each of the other four FIs ( Figure 3A ). The distributions of these scale factors were sharper than and significantly different from null distributions generated by shuffling cell identity across FIs and recomputing the scale factors (red distributions in Figure 3A , Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, p < 0.001 for all pairwise comparisons). The medians of these distributions, were the population to have rescaled its responses in direct proportion to the FI, should lie at 1/2, 1/3, 1/4, and 1/5 for the scale factors corresponding to 12/24 s, 12/36 s, 12/48 s, and 12/60 s FIs, respectively. We observed median values of 0.59, 0.39, 0.30, 0.24 for the corresponding distributions, indicating near-proportional rescaling of response times across the recorded striatal population. A more-complete description of the relative scale of responses can be seen in Figures 3B-3E , where the COM of each cell's SDF in the 12-s FI against each of the other FIs are displayed. These data demonstrate a strong tendency for rescaling of neural responses across the population, suggesting that the state of striatal populations may convey relative elapsed time information scaled to the animal's estimate of the current behaviorally relevant timescale in the environment. We explore this hypothesis in greater detail below.
Striatal Populations Encode Information about Timing Behavior
The above analyses of striatal neural responses indicate a gross correspondence between striatal activity and timing behavior across blocks of trials, suggesting that striatal activity patterns might guide decisions about when to begin pressing the lever during each FI. To test this hypothesis, we applied a decoding approach to data collected from single trials near block transitions, wherein animals systematically changed the time that they began to press the lever. Specifically, we asked three questions. First, we asked whether decoded time estimates covaried with true time. Second, we asked whether systematic errors in estimated time as compared to true time occurred at these block transitions. Lastly, we asked whether any observed errors in time encoding correlated with timing behavior. We first built a probabilistic decoder to derive an estimate of elapsed time from reward in single trials given the observed spiking response of the population. We focused on the first trials of the 12-s and 60-s FI blocks because these blocks were the shortest and longest FIs employed, respectively. Thus, animals consistently overestimated and underestimated the amount of time remaining until reward as they entered 12-s and 60-s blocks. Briefly, our decoder was constructed as follows. In each of the first seven trials of a block, we counted spikes within defined time bins and asked how likely we were to have observed that number of spikes at each time given the observed distributions of spike counts in trials 8 onward of the corresponding block. This generated a likelihood function for current time, given an observed spike count in each bin, for each individual cell. To derive a measure of the population's estimate of the likelihood for current time, we multiplied together the individual cells' likelihood functions. We then took the mean of this likelihood function as our estimate for current time [17] .
In Figures 4A and 4C , we display decoded estimates as a function of time for the first seven trials of 12-s and 60-s FI blocks. We found that decoded estimates tracked true time but that systematic errors between estimates and true time were present in the first few trials of the 12-s and 60-s FI blocks. This feature can be observed more readily when estimates derived from multiple trials are plotted on the same axes ( Figures 4B and 4D , quadratic fits). Initial estimates were relatively slow and fast in the first trials of the 12-s and 60-s FI blocks, respectively, and became more accurate after the first few trials.
Next we asked whether such timing signals may be used by animals to guide timing behavior. We first asked whether errors in decoded time estimates over the first trials of blocks were correlated with timing behavior. We found that the mean PST was significantly correlated with the errors in time estimates derived from the population over the first seven trials of 12-s and 60-s FI blocks ( Figure 5 ; FI = 12, R 2 = 0.63, p = 0.03; FI = 60, R 2 = 0.64, p = 0.03). In the initial trials of the 12-s FI block, rats began pressing late relative to subsequent trials, and likewise, the decoded estimate of time relative to reward ran slow ( Figures 4B and 5) . The first trials of the 60-s FI block showed a similar relationship, yet opposite in direction: the decoded estimate ran quickly in early trials, and rats were early to press ( Figures 4D and 5) . We then tested in two control animals whether manipulating striatal circuitry via bilateral infusions of the GABAa agonist muscimol produced deficits in timing behavior ( Figure S5) . Indeed, at a dose that rendered rats able to perform the task, muscimol reversibly and significantly diminished the relationship between PST and FI (linear regression, likelihood ratio test, significant effect of treatment, p < 0.001), showing that a normally functioning striatum is critical for normal timing behavior. The consistency between time estimates decoded from striatal populations and trial-by-trial variations in timing behavior at block transitions, together with observed dependence of a normally functioning striatum for normal timing behavior, suggests that the brain uses a population code for time that samples broadly from striatal neurons to guide decisions about when to act.
Striatal Neurons Multiplexed Information about Action and Time
Based on previous studies [18] [19] [20] , we expected that striatal neurons would display significant modulation by behaviors during the FI. Could behaviors that accompany task performance fully explain the sequential neural responses we observed? Several features of the data argue against this possibility. Rats consistently licked at the reward port from 0.5 s to 5.5 s after reward delivery ( Figure S4B) , and yet, our ability to decode time was unaffected by the animal being engaged in a fixed behavior over this time (see initial 5 s of decoded time estimates in Figures 4A and 4C ). After departing from the reward port, however, it is possible that observed dynamics in neural responses are accounted for by ongoing behaviors. Were this the case, responses related to a particular behavior should not vary depending on when in a trial the rat engaged in that behavior. To identify neurons that were significantly modulated by a measured behavior in our task, we focused on a 2.5-s epoch centered on the PST in each trial. We found that of the 76 neurons displayed in Figure 2A , 31 exhibited significant modulations around the onset of lever pressing. Next, we asked whether spiking observed in time bins aligned on the PST was additionally correlated with the time, relative to the FI, that pressing onset occurred. More than half of pressing onset-modulated neurons (16/31, 52%) displayed a significant correlation between spiking around each press initiation and the relative time that press onset occurred within the FI (Pearson's linear regression, p < 0.01). Figures 6A-6D show examples of four such neurons from three different animals, all of which vary in their responses around the PST, from none at all to robust firing. The regression approach described above is only expected to identify neurons that display a monotonic relationship between pressing onset response and the relative time of pressing onset. Other cells may have displayed significant time-dependent modulations in pressing onset response that were not monotonic (for example, see Figures S2B and S3A) . To identify such cells, we asked whether the median of distributions of spikes counts, collected around pressing onsets and falling into each of five quintiles of relative PSTs, differed from each other. We found that 53 out of 76 neurons (70%) displayed in Figure 2A exhibited significantly different median spike counts across relative time within the FI (p < 0.01, Kruskal-Wallis). Of these, nine cells were significantly modulated by the onset of lever pressing and were not identified in the linear regression analysis. Overall, only six cells that displayed response modulation around PST did not exhibit additional modulation by relative time in the FI as assessed by linear regression and/or nonparametric testing for median difference in spike count. These results suggest that striatal neurons multiplex information about time and immediate sensorimotor state of the animal and argue strongly against the possibility that the striatal population responses we observed can be explained by purely non-time-related responses to specific sensory or motor components of ongoing behavior.
A Simple Simulation of Timing Behavior
In order to understand the relationship between the recorded striatal signals and rats' behavior, we ran a simple simulation that performed the SFI task ( Figure 7A ). The core of this simulation is comprised of a set of temporal basis functions that were inspired by the diverse single-neuron responses observed in our striatal dataset as well as existing timing and learning models [21] [22] [23] [24] . We used the method described in [23] to generate temporal bases. Each function was used as a rate function for generating inhomogeneous Poisson spike trains from which time was read out during task performance. Whenever this time readout passed a threshold, presses were produced at a fixed rate. In order to adapt to the changing FIs, we implemented a simple learning rule to update a temporal scale factor for the basis functions depending on the difference between expected time of reward and encoded time at the time of reward delivery. Lastly, to account for our observation that many striatal neurons multiplexed information about action and time, each press produced a response in the temporal bases that was proportional to the product of the original time-dependent rate function at the time of the press and a rate function generated by the press itself. With these elements, we ran the simulation under the conditions contained in the SFI task. The simulation produced qualitatively similar behavior to that of rats (Figures 7B and S6 ) and reproduced the three main features that we observed in striatal neurons: temporal tuning, rescaling of neural responses ( Figure 7C) , and multiplexing of information about action and time ( Figure 7D ). Although simple, the simulation serves as proof of principle that neural activity with the properties that we observe in this study can serve as a basis for timing behavior and suggests candidate computational elements such as a scale factor and temporal error signal for which there might exist functional analogs in the brain.
DISCUSSION
Time is a fundamental dimension of animals' experience in the world. As such, it plays an integral role in many brain processes, from perception to motor control to learning and memory formation. What is the role of temporal representation within the BG? A dominant view supported by a wide range of neurobiological data posits that the BG implements aspects of reinforcement learning (RL) [1, 20, [25] [26] [27] [28] , learning how an organism ought to act in order to maximize reward. However, to learn about the sometimes-delayed consequences of actions and to guide future behavior toward rewarding outcomes, it is absolutely necessary that the brain represent situations and actions through time [1, 29] . Indeed, temporal relations among actions and events contain the causal information that learning systems have evolved to detect through a process sometimes referred to as credit assignment [30] . Once credit for the occurrence of predictable events has been assigned, this information must be used to profitably guide the course and timing of action as situations arise. This continuous learning-behaving cycle is what RL algorithms naturally account for [29] . Yet, it is not known how the BG, the brain system most often associated with RL, represents temporal relationships over the durations necessary to explain its purported role in animal learning and behavior.
The sequential neural states that we describe in the striatum during timing behavior can provide a unifying view of the BG's role in timing and RL. These signals are strikingly similar to temporal basis functions proposed in existing learning models as more neurally plausible and efficient representations of time [21] [22] [23] , which we show can be used to generate timing behavior similar to what we observed experimentally. Such models operate by learning a set of weights used in a weighted sum of the temporal bases to construct a moment-by-moment prediction about future events such as expected reward. In theory, a weighted combination of activity patterns in the cortical or thalamic inputs to the striatum could act as such temporal bases and modulate the responses of striatal neurons that we observed.
An important question for future studies concerns the mechanism that generated the striatal dynamics we observed. We find it unlikely, given the duration of the intervals we examined, that striatal dynamics were purely locally generated, although several modeling studies suggest mechanisms for generating sequential activity states using striatum-like circuitry over shorter timescales [31, 32] . Indeed, the signals we use to decode time were affected, but not fully explained by, the ongoing sensorimotor state of the animal. Thus, our decoding approach implicitly endorses a number of prominent interval timing theories, positing that animals may use behavioral [12, 14] or sensory state [33] transitions to learn to time events in the environment and their own behavior. Our data appear most consistent with theoretical models that suggest distributed representations of time encoded by the joint activity of populations of neurons [13] . Indeed, the decoder used in the current study assumes that time information may be present in many different neurons. However, we cannot rule out that upstream of the population we recorded in the striatum, other forms of temporal representations may exist. For instance, an accumulating process such as that contained within pacemaker accumulator models [9] might act to trigger neurons to become active at different delays as the accumulator passes a series of thresholds.
We show that sequential neural activation in the striatum can be used to encode time on a scale of tens of seconds up to 1 min. These results add to a growing list of studies that demonstrate sequential activation of neurons over multi-second timescales in other brain areas, such as the hippocampus [34, 35] , the cerebellum [36] , the parietal cortex [37] , and the prefrontal cortex [38] [39] [40] . Unlike previous studies, we found that many individual striatal neurons exhibited responses that dynamically rescaled with the timing of events in the environment and that this scaling of responses produced changes in time encoding by the population that correlated with timing behavior. Combined with previous studies highlighting the importance of a normally functioning striatum for timing behavior [2] [3] [4] 6] , the effect of striatal inactivation in the current study, and other work that demonstrated time encoding by striatal populations over shorter timescales [41] , our results suggest that information about where in time a subject finds itself relative to anticipated events in the environment is present in populations of striatal neurons and is used to guide behavior.
Similar timing signals observed in areas other than the striatum are viewed within the larger context of the functional role of those areas where they were recorded. Timing signals in the 5-s epochs aligned on pressing onset event (from three animals; the two first columns display data from two neurons recorded in the same animal and same session). Trials were sorted in ascendant fashion from bottom to top on the vertical axis by the pressing onset time relative to the FI (middle) and grouped into quintiles. Here, the colors from gray to red represent the first to the fifth quintile, respectively (middle and top panels). Bottom panels: correlation between the firing rate of the respective neuron and the time of the pressing onset relative to FI. Each data point is color coded from gray to red for the first to the tenth decile of the relative pressing onset time. Firing rates were extracted from the most modulated 500 ms bin of the four bins surrounding the pressing onset event.
hippocampus might endow explicit memories with accurate information about the order and temporal context of events [24] , and timing signals in the cerebellum might coordinate learned actions at a fine timescale [36] , while timing signals in premotor cortex might enable accurate timing of movement in general [42] .
The striatal neurons we observed appear to multiplex temporal information with other, non-temporal types of information, such as signals related to the ongoing sensorimotor state of the animal and likely other previously identified striatal signals related to actions, motor sequences, or reinforcement [19, [26] [27] [28] . Such multiplexing of temporal and other information in populations of striatal neurons as observed in the current study is likely to be critical to the previously ascribed and often-studied function of the BG in learning and action selection. The trace function was multiplied by the receptive fields to generate rate functions, the levels of which vary across time as the memory trace decays. Spike counts observed within defined time bins were then multiplied by the logarithm of their respective rate functions and summed to compute the population log likelihood function for current time given the population response, from t = 0 to t = FI. The maximum of this likelihood function was used to derive our estimate for current time relative to reward, for each time bin. Decoded time estimates can run faster or slower depending on whether the trace function decays quickly or slowly. For each trial, when the decoded time estimate reached a given threshold (red dotted line), we simulated a probabilistic pressing process. If the decoded estimate runs too slowly, it fails to reach the threshold value for expected reward (blue dotted line) before the current FI elapses, and the reward happens before it was expected (dotted black box), generating a large prediction error that drives appropriate updating of g in the next trial. If the decoded estimate runs more accurately (solid black box), a small prediction error is generated, and g is minimally adjusted in the next trial.
(B) Example of simulated lever pressing behavior on the SFI task. Gray markers indicate a lever press; red markers indicate the PST.
(C) SDFs of simulated units ordered by response profile. Each panel corresponds to one FI. (D) Four single-unit peri-stimulus time histograms of 2.5-s epochs aligned on pressing onset event (top). Trials were grouped in quintiles of the relative PST. The colors from gray to red represent the average firing in the first to the fifth quintile, respectively. The bottom panel shows the correlation between the firing rate of the correspondent unit on the top panel and the PST relative to FI. Each data point is color coded from gray to red for the first to the tenth decile of the relative PST. See also Figure S6 .
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
All experiments were in accordance with the European Union Directive 86/609/ EEC and approved by the Portuguese Veterinary General Board (Direcç ã oGeral de Veteriná ria, project approval 014303 -0420/000/000/2011). Five male Long-Evans hooded rats were used in the neurophysiological experiments, and two male Long-Evans rats were used for the muscimol experiments. All isolated units (179 total from 5 rats, 25 R1, 9 R2, 21 R3, 28 R4, 96 R5) recorded for at least three blocks in sessions in which PSTs correlated significantly with FI (p < 0.05) were included in subsequent analyses. All analyses and simulations were performed using custom software in MATLAB (MathWorks 
